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Add Social Intelligence to 
Your CRM and Strengthen 
Customer Relationships
Hootsuite and Salesforce 
Social media generates a wealth of customer insights. When you add these 
insights to your CRM, you create a more complete picture of your prospects 
and customers. 

Integrating social data into your CRM empowers sales and marketing teams to find 
more leads, qualifying them faster, and attribute sales to your social campaigns.

With Hootsuite and Salesforce, you can see the social interactions a lead or 
contact has with your organization’s social media profiles right in Salesforce. By 
accessing social insights at every point throughout the customer journey, you’ll 
gain a unified and holistic view of your prospects and customers—and build 
stronger relationships.
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Key integration benefits

Build stronger relationships with your prospects and 
customers by viewing their social interactions with your brand, 
helping you increase sales and boost customer satisfaction 

Qualify leads faster and more effectively by adding  
social to your lead scoring model

Trigger workflows in Salesforce based on the social 
interactions of your prospects or customers

Create contact lists based on social data to target specific 
customer segments with tailored sales and marketing initiatives 

Generate reports and dashboards to provide insights  
using social interaction data

See results sooner from your existing social media  
marketing investments by connecting Hootsuite to the 
marketing tools you already rely on

 Get a holistic view of the customer by enriching your Salesforce 
leads, contacts, accounts, and cases with social interactions history 

Attribute sales to social media activities and calculate  
the return on your investment in social campaigns
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Add social to your lead scoring program
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To learn more about how Hootsuite and Salesforce help you build stronger relationships with your prospects 
and customers, contact your customer success representative or our sales team at sales@hootsuite.com
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